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Fig. 1. Avatars rendered and driven by our system. These images highlight the quality of the renders produced by our system. On the left, we show
renders of the learned avatars, and on the right, a view of the avatar as driven in our real-time system.

Interacting with people across large distances is important for remote work,
interpersonal relationships, and entertainment. While such face-to-face in-
teractions can be achieved using 2D video conferencing or, more recently,
virtual reality (VR), telepresence systems currently distort the communica-
tion of eye contact and social gaze signals. Although methods have been
proposed to redirect gaze in 2D teleconferencing situations to enable eye
contact, 2D video conferencing lacks the 3D immersion of real life. To ad-
dress these problems, we develop a system for face-to-face interaction in
VR that focuses on reproducing photorealistic gaze and eye contact. To do
this, we create a 3D virtual avatar model that can be animated by cameras
mounted on a VR headset to accurately track and reproduce human gaze
in VR. Our primary contributions in this work are a jointly-learnable 3D
face and eyeball model that better represents gaze direction and upper facial
expressions, a method for disentangling the gaze of the left and right eyes
from each other and the rest of the face allowing the model to represent
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entirely unseen combinations of gaze and expression, and a gaze-aware
model for precise animation from headset-mounted cameras. Our quanti-
tative experiments show that our method results in higher reconstruction
quality, and qualitative results show our method gives a greatly improved
sense of presence for VR avatars.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Eye contact is a strong and important social signal [Chen 2002], and
humans can accurately estimate where someone’s eyes are pointing
just by looking at them [Cline 1967; Gibson and Pick 1963]. Recent
efforts in image-space gaze-correction [Kononenko et al. 2018; Wolf
et al. 2010] demonstrate the importance of achieving eye-contact in
a telepresence application, but such methods are motivated by the
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inherent conflict between looking at the screen (your conversation
partner) and the camera (for perceived eye-contact). A photorealistic
avatar viewed in 3D, e.g., in virtual reality, offers the unique benefit
that eye contact can potentially be enabled by simply looking at
someone’s eyes.
Our goal is to build a system that enables remote communica-

tion for anyone across the planet. Unfortunately, existing avatar
technology is limited in these areas. Conventional computer graph-
ics rigs and rendering approaches can produce an avatar of high
quality, but require significant manual artist work and are therefore
costly to scale to the general population. Image-space generative
models, such as StyleGAN [Karras et al. 2018], can synthesize ex-
tremely crisp photorealistic images of faces, and do so at large scales
in an automated fashion. Reliably controlling the output of these
unsupervised methods, however, is still an open research problem.
Recently, Lombardi et al. [2018] proposed a hybrid of machine

learning and conventional graphics methods to render and control
photorealistic avatars in real-time and Wei et al. [2019] introduced
an improved method for driving these avatars. There are, however,
numerous problems with the quality of the appearance of the eyes
in these models: novel combinations of gaze and expression produce
an uncanny appearance of the face, the fixation of the eyes cannot be
explicitly controlled, and where it can be controlled it cannot verge
to novel depths. All of these factors lead to a poor gaze representa-
tion and eye appearance, making eye contact impossible. We will
propose and evaluate a number of potential improvements to this
model’s generalization behavior, but on their own, each improve-
ment in generalization comes at the cost of poorer reconstruction
quality.
To achieve the best of both worlds, we propose a novel model

for joint eye and face appearance that leverages the strengths of
machine learning while drawing inspiration from conventional com-
puter graphics models of the eye to improve generalization and
reconstruction quality. Our model combines an improved geometric
representation of the eye with the losses described above to ensure
that the surrounding facial mesh matches the eye’s behavior. In
order to ensure a seamless transition between this new eyeball ge-
ometry and the rest of the face, we jointly optimize the full facial
appearance using differentiable rendering to match observed images.
The result is a model with precise and direct control over apparent
gaze, and improved fidelity of eye appearance.
Not only can we render eyes and faces with higher quality, we

can also drive them in real-time using VR headset-mounted cam-
eras (HMC). As Wei et al. [2019] showed, obtaining high-quality
correspondences between the capture stage and real-time driving
domains is important if we are to drive our avatar. One of our contri-
butions in this work is to provide a novel avenue for cross-domain
correspondence, in the form of face state and explicit gaze direc-
tions. We show that if we have gaze information in the capture stage
domain, and likewise in the real-time domain, we may use these
corresponding gaze directions to ensure that the driven avatar re-
spects the driver’s eye orientation far more precisely than previous
methods. This is one condition required to provide a sense of eye
contact.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Modeling Human Face and Eyes
There is a long history in computer graphics of creating high-fidelity
rigs of human faces [Alexander et al. 2009; Bergeron and Lachapelle
1985; Porter 1997] although few approaches focus primarily on the
eyes [Francois et al. 2009]. Recently, however, Bérard et al. [2014]
developed a high-quality capture system and model for human eyes.
This work was the first major attempt to model all parts of the
eye from an image-based capture system. Bérard et al. [2016] later
extended this work by enabling fitting of the eye model from a
less-constrained capture setup. The approach in this work is similar
to ours as both methods use multi-view data to estimate an eye
model. Rather than fitting just to features extracted from the images,
however, our method learns a face and eyemodel bymatching image
data pixel-for-pixel using differentiable rendering to better achieve
realism [Kato et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019; Loper and Black 2014].
Wen et al. [2017]; Wood et al. [2016] do optimize their gaze-focused
models using pixel losses, but do not aim for both photorealism and
realtime applications.

Many recent approaches inmachine learning attempt tomodel the
face and eyes in image-space [Karras et al. 2018], some with explicit
controls on the output images [Chen et al. 2016; Radford et al. 2016].
Although these approaches generate extremely realistic images, they
do not model the 3D geometry of the face and therefore it is difficult
to explicitly produce smooth, realistic changes in viewpoint.
Some methods incorporate additional 3D geometry to alleviate

this. Cao et al. [2016] produce an image-based avatar with a mor-
phable head and hair model with billboards to represent the eyes
and inner mouth. Though they explicitly model eyes, they are not
full 3D models, nor are they learned from images, which limits the
realism of their appearance.
Lombardi et al. [2018] proposed a data-driven model of the face

learned from multi-view image data with tracked mesh. The main
idea is to use a variational autoencoder [Kingma and Welling 2013]
to jointly model geometry and view-dependent texture, similar to
active appearance models [Cootes et al. 1998]. A main feature of the
work is that it is heavily data-driven, and therefore can reproduce
realistic facial appearance and motion. We improve upon this model
by addressing many of its shortcomings with respect to the eyes.
While doing so, we develop a simple gaze tracking approach to en-
able explicit control of the eyeball model. Compared to approaches
that attempt to track gaze in the wild using a limited set of cameras
[Fischer et al. 2018; Park et al. 2019; Ranjan et al. 2018], our ap-
proach is more specialized and simplified because the environment
is controlled.

2.2 Face and Eye Tracking for VR Animation
Tracking human faces and eyes in VR is challenging as they are
largely occluded by the headset itself. This makes it difficult to find
correspondences between images captured from the headset renders
of the avatar.
Olszewski et al. [2016] regress from mouth and eye images cap-

tured by headset-mounted cameras to animation parameters whose
correspondence is learned by performing dynamic time-warping
between headset training data and non-headset training data. This
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(a) Expression with Unseen Gaze (b) Unseen Vergence Depth (c) Missing Geometry (d) Rare Expression

Fig. 2. Failure Cases of Deep Appearance Models. (a) Rendering expressions with novel gaze directions not observed during training may produce
uncanny distortions and blurring. (b) The model may fail to converge the eyes at distances other than those observed during training (lines represent the gaze
vectors given as input). (c) As their model lacks geometry on the eyeball surface, it fails to generalize to novel views (missing geometry in blue). (d) For rare
expressions, the eye fidelity is lower than for more common expressions, particularly in the sharpness of glints (or lack thereof). Any one of these failures can
result in a model which fails to evoke a feeling of eye contact.

method produces non-photorealistic avatars. FaceVR [Thies et al.
2016] builds a personalized avatar model from images, and a cam-
era outside the headset is used to track a blendshape model of the
face. The eyes are represented using an image retrieval approach,
whereby an appropriate exemplar is found in the training database
based on expression and gaze direction.

Wei et al. [2019] presented a method to find correspondences be-
tween HMC images and the latent state of photoreal avatars based
on the idea of analysis-by-synthesis andmultiview image style trans-
fer. By minimizing a self-supervised reconstruction loss in the image
domain through differentiable rendering, avatar animation quality
and realism is greatly improved. Their use of generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs), however, requires complicated distribution
matching schemes, and slight mismatches between distributions
can cause gaze directions in the image to be altered during style
transfer. This is hard to fix because the avatar does not allow any
explicit eye control.

In this work, we improve this method by performing style transfer
in texture space instead of image space, andwe estimate explicit gaze
directions from HMC images for driving the proposed eyeball model.
While this component is similar to many eye tracking systems in
VR, such as Tobii VR [2018], in this work we present a model that
jointly predicts personalized gaze and facial expression in realtime.

3 THE PATH TO EYE CONTACT
Our goal is to build a system to enable virtual telepresence, using
photorealistic avatars, at scale, with a level of fidelity sufficient to
achieve eye-contact. Physically inspired representations [Seymour
et al. 2017], can generate renderings with high realism, but heavily
depend on accurate estimates of geometry and reflectance properties
of the eye and periocular region that are challenging to acquire
automatically in practice.
Recent data-driven representations [Lombardi et al. 2018] ob-

viate the need for highly accurate geometry by simulating view-
dependent effects on imperfect geometry using neural networks.
As shown in Fig. 2, however, these approaches generalize poorly
to viewpoints, gaze directions and gaze-expression combinations

not seen during training. As a result, this approach fails to capture
real gaze and eye contact necessary for achieving a sense of social
presence during during telepresence.
Despite its aforementioned shortcomings, the method proposed

by Lombardi et al. [2018] can offer simple scalability if we can
address its shortcomings regarding generalization. Their method
accurately reproduces conditions seen during training, but cannot
do the same for unseen or rare conditions, such as novel vergence
combinations. This range of eye motion, while rare in their capture
process, is common in natural situations. A failure to reproduce it
can lead to uncanny interactions.
We address this limitation in a two-fold approach. First, we

separate the facial model into spatially disjoint regions such that
the eyes can be controlled independently. To increase the preci-
sion with which we may control the eyes, we replace the wholly-
uninterpretable latent space with one where gaze information is
treated as a separate signal which we may provide directly. This
gives us more precise gaze control, and also introduces an addi-
tional avenue for correspondence between the capture system and
realtime headset domains.

These improvements, applied on their own, allow the avatar rep-
resentation to better represent novel vergence and gaze/expression
combinations at the cost of overall reconstruction quality. To coun-
teract this, we employ an explicit eyeball model (EEM) that bet-
ter captures eye geometry and motion. Simply applying existing
methods to learn this new representation results in artifacts where
the eye meets the coarse face mesh. We optimize our model using
differentiable inverse rendering to allow the mesh and texture to
best-explain observed images beyond the available geometric super-
vision. The full process is described in Fig. 3 and in more detail in
§4 and §5.
To drive this joint eye and face model in realtime, we build on

the method of Wei et al. [2019]. We take advantage of our newly-
introduced gaze signals as an additional avenue for correspondence
between headset images and rendered avatars, allowing us to mea-
sure how well the avatar’s gaze is matching the user’s appearance.
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Fig. 3. Joint Eye and Face Appearance Model. Given an encoding of gaze-independent facial expression z (§4.2, §5.2.1), along with estimated left/right
gaze vectors g (§4.1), and viewpoint v, we produce geometry and view-dependent texture for the face with independent left/right eye control (§4.3), as well as
a separate texture for the eyeball (§5.1). We orient a simple geometric model for the eyeball (§4.1) based on gaze estimates, and render the entire eye and face
model differentiably. We optimize the system with inverse rendering to match captured images. In §6, we show that we may drive this model in real-time from
a VR headset.

We simplify their approach, which relied image-space style transla-
tion, with a texture-space conversion from color avatar textures to
IR headset textures. Thanks to our improvements, the avatar’s gaze
can be controlled independently and, by predicting independent
gaze signals from left and right eye cameras in the headset, we can
ensure the model generalizes well to novel fixation directions.

4 AVATAR GAZE CONTROL
We start by proposing a series of modifications to deep appearance
models allowing them to reconstruct new vergence conditions that
are unseen in the training data but are crucial for real social inter-
actions. Each of the proposed steps will improve generalization at
the cost of fidelity, but in §5, we introduce a model that more than
counteracts this degradation. To support these investigations, we
will first augment an existing training dataset with gaze tracking.

4.1 Multi-View Gaze Estimation
In this work, wewould like to provide gaze as a conditioning variable
for the decoder to enable explicit gaze control and also to use it
for cross-domain correspondence in later sections. To do so, we
must first estimate it from multi-view training images by tracking
the subject’s eyes. For each frame, we detect 8 keypoints along the
limbus in 12 different input views using a detector similar to Li
et al. [2019]. We then fit a geometrical eye model to each sequence,
including a per-frame estimate of each eye’s orientation.
Fig. 4a illustrates the simplified eye model we use to track gaze.

The model represents an eye using two spheres: an eyeball sphere to
represent the sclera and center of rotation, and an offsetted sphere
to represent the corneal surface. The model consists of five per-
sequence parameters: eyeball sphere center ce ∈ R3 relative to the
head, iris depth di , iris radius ri , corneal sphere depth dc , and angle
κ ∈ R3. κ represents the angle between the optical axis and the
visual axis (i.e., the direction a person looks in when they fixate on
a point in space), which we parameterize as an axis-angle rotation
vector. Additionally, for each frame, we parameterize gaze direction
as the unit vector parallel to the visual axis, and we concatenate left
and right eye gaze directions into a single vector g ∈ R6. To build a

Iris

Eyeball Center
of Rotation

Iris Radius

Cornea

Optical Axis

Visual
Axis

Mesh Vertices

Corneal Depth

Iris Depth

Limbus

Fig. 4. Eyeball Geometry Model. The geometry is defined as the surface
formed by the union of two spheres, linearly blended around the boundary.
The model parameters, shown above, fully define the shape and are fit
using multi-view iris keypoint detections. For later use as cross-domain
correspondence, we estimate the visual axis using LED fixation targets.

3D triangle mesh of the eye, we blend the corresponding vertices of
each sphere together based on the signed angle from sphere center
to the iris contour using a smoothstep function (see A for details).
To fit this model to the data, we project 3D points on the iris

contour into the image andminimize the distance to the 2D keypoint
detections. We estimate the visual axis using 9 LED fixation targets
with known positions. Fig. 5 shows an example of the quality of the
fitting process and corresponding keypoint detections. Note that
this fitting only works when keypoints are detected in the image.We
will discuss in §5.2.2 how we automatically deal with cases where
the keypoint detector fails, including when the iris is occluded by
the eyelids.

Although the true geometry andmotion of the eye is very complex
(as shown in Bérard et al. [2014]), we use the simple model described
in Fig. 4a for two important reasons. First, the geometry is fully
parametric and can be produced in a differentiable fashion. This is
important for learning, as we will eventually refine these estimates
using differentiable rendering (§5.2.2). Second, the geometry can
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Fig. 5. Eyeball Fitting Results. Shown are iris keypoints used for fitting,
along with the reprojected limbus contour (the circle formed by the intersec-
tion of the eyeball and cornea sphere surface) and the center of the eyeball
sphere (blue/red points). Given sufficient views, orientation estimates are
robust to noise in keypoint predictions.

be produced using only simple operations and has relatively few
polygons. This is important if we are to render the eyes in a real-
time system, especially if we need to render at the high framerates
used in modern VR displays.

4.2 Gaze-Conditioning in Deep Appearance Models
A straightforward approach to allow independent control of gaze
and expression in a deep appearance model would be to provide gaze
direction as an explicit gaze conditioning input g, to the decoder
network (in addition to the expression code), with g ∈ R6 the
concatenated left and right gaze directions.

Simply using gaze direction estimates as an additional condition-
ing input, however, is not sufficient to create a model that offers
direct gaze control. It has been shown that merely providing addi-
tional inputs to a VAE-based model does not guarantee that they
will be used [Higgins et al. 2017]. If the VAE encoder is able to infer
the content of the conditioning input, it may place that content in
the latent code z and the conditioning input may be ignored by the
decoder. This process of entangling signals in the latent space has
been studied in the past, and various methods have been proposed
to learn disentangled representations (e.g., FaderNets [Lample et al.
2017] and MINE [Belghazi et al. 2018]).

We use an approach inspired by FaderNets, wherein we generalize
their adversarial discriminator and classifier to the continuous case,

ℓdis = ∥g −C(z|θdis)∥
2
2 (1)

z ∼ Ef

(
Ḡf , T̄af |θf

)
, (2)

where C is a 2-layer MLP with input z, trained adversarially to
minimize ℓdis w.r.t. parameters θdis, while maximizing ℓdis w.r.t. the
VAE encoder Ef with parameters θf , which takes tracked geometry
Ḡf and average texture T̄af as inputs and samples z (see Fig. 3).

Adding a disentangling loss allows us to drive the apparent gaze
of the model independent from the expression, but unfortunately,
this control comes at the cost of reconstruction quality as we see in
Fig. 2a and quantitatively in §7.1. Furthermore, and perhaps more
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Fig. 6. Latent Space Partitioning. To ensure proper control of the model’s
apparent gaze directions at all vergence distances, the model must allow for
independent control of each eye. With no additional losses, however, the
model will take advantage of correlations in the training data to minimize
the capacity dedicated to independent eye appearance. We avoid this by
breaking the latent space into segments for the left eye, right eye, and face,
and penalizing the gradient of unrelated facial areas w.r.t. each segment
(i.e., changing the left eye latent code or gaze does not change the right side
of the face).

important for eye-contact, Fig.2b highlights a particular form of
overfitting present in the model: the eyes cannot converge at any
other distance than the one in the training data. To be precise, the
model’s eyes converge roughly at 1 meter from the face, which
corresponds to the radius of the capture system used in Lombardi
et al. [2018]—indeed, everything in the subject’s field of view during
a data capture lies at this distance. To achieve eye contact, or indeed
vergence at any other distance, we must therefore overcome an
important limitation of deep appearance models: they tend not to
generalize to situations that do not occur in the training data.

4.3 Region Separation
As we saw in Fig. 2b, even with direct gaze control, if we provide
a novel combination of previously-seen left/right gaze directions
(such as a new vergence depth), the model is unable to reproduce
it. Since we only provide training examples at a fixed vergence
depth, the left and right gaze signals are highly redundant. We could
remedy this by collecting training examples at multiple vergence
depths but this would add yet another axis to the already large data
collection space.
For maximum generalization ability, we want a model that re-

spects the causal independence of the left and right eyes. While
they are naturally correlated, their movements are physically in-
dependent [Dell’Osso 1994]: when we give a signal to move one
eye, the other should not move. We can conceive of a model that
achieves this property by behaving in the following way: the left
eye region changes only if the left eye gaze signal changes, and
likewise for the right. Formally, we do this by adding an additional
loss term that minimizes the gradient of the output of the model ev-
erywhere but the left eye region with respect to the left gaze signal
(and likewise for the right). Assume a decoder for facial appearance
Df with parameters θf , inputs g ∈ R6 containing left and right gaze
orientation vectors, view vector v ∈ R3, and latent code z ∈ R256

describing the state of the face, and producing a face texture Tf and
geometry Gf :

Df

(
z, v, g|θf

)
→ Gf ,Tf , (3)
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and we have a binary indicator mask Ml̃eft that is 1 everywhere
except for the left eye region, conceptually we’d like to enforce

∂
(
Ml̃eft ⊙ Df

(
z, v, g|θf

))
∂{gleft, zleft}

≊ 0, (4)

in the case of the left eye and likewise for the right eye. Note
that, although the explicit gaze signals g encode eye orientation, the
latent code z still contains the orientation-independent eye state
(e.g., blinking, general eyelid-openness). Therefore, we apply the
same penalty to gradients w.r.t. z, but since the latent space is not
semantically divided like the geometry, texture, and gaze, we assign
fixed-size blocks of the latent code to correspond to orientation-
independent left eye state zleft and right eye state zright.1 Fig. 6
shows the regions of geometry and texture corresponding to each
eye.
For the sake of completeness, we should theoretically also mini-

mize the complement of the above loss, namely, minimize the gra-
dient of the left-eye-specific outputs w.r.t. everything that doesn’t
control the left eye region, but in practice one of these two losses
is sufficient. For efficiency, rather than directly computing this gra-
dient loss with an additional backward pass, we approximate it
with finite differences by scrambling the other blocks of the latent
space and minimizing the difference between the non-scrambled
and scrambled output in the region of interest:

ℓleft =
Ml̃eft ⊙

(
Df

(
z, v, g|θf

)
− Df

(
zper, v, gper |θf

))2

2
(5)

zper =
[
zleft, s(zright), s(zface)

]
(6)

gper =
[
gleft, s(gright)

]
, (7)

where s(z) is a function which scrambles its inputs2.
Following the above process, we can indeed (as shown in §7.2)

build a model that offers direct control over the apparent gaze via
gaze-conditioning and disentangling, as well as independent left
and right eye control for novel vergence. Unfortunately the trend
of trading generalization for reconstruction error continues, and, as
we show in §7.1, this model has the worst training reconstruction
error so far. Additionally, we have been working so far with the
facial geometry model used in Lombardi et al. [2018], which covers
the eyelids with flat polygons since they did not track eyes. If the
face geometry does not model the eyeball surface then, from side
views, the eyeball appears truncated (Fig. 2c). The model could
potentially draw the remainder of the eyeball on the skin behind it,
but generalization to new viewpoints is poor when the geometry is
incorrect, as originally shown in Lombardi et al. [2018].

5 JOINT EYEBALL AND FACE MODEL
Many of the failure cases discussed above stem from the low-
resolution geometry used by previous methods. This geometry was
chosen due to the ease with which it can be tracked and registered.

1In our experiments, the first 32 components control the left eye, the second 32
components the right, and the remaining 192 control the rest of the face, for a latent
space with 256 dimensions.

2Similar to MINE, we simply permute entries along the batch axis.

The downside is that when this geometry is inaccurate, large dis-
tortions in texture are required to match observed views. These
distortions do not generalize, as we have seen above.
We will show that, even if we cannot track and reconstruct the

periocular region as precisely as the rest of the face, a rough tracking,
combined with geometry and texture which are both generated
differentiably, can greatly improve fidelity. The model of Bérard
et al. [2016] would be a promising candidate, but as-proposed, it is
not amenable to the gradient-based optimization we would like to
perform. We could also consider even more complex models such as
a full eye rig with wetness layers and refraction. Our goal, however,
is to learn facial appearance models in a fully autonomous, scalable
fashion.

5.1 Learning-Amenable Eyeball Model
We instead propose a process, described in Fig. 3, to jointly learn
a model of facial and periocular appearance, represented by ge-
ometry and view-dependent texture. One important component in
this process is a model for eyeball appearance that is amenable to
image-based learning while still respecting the underlying geomet-
ric properties of the human eye as much as possible. Conveniently,
the simple geometric model used for gaze tracking in §4.1 is well-
suited for the task of rendering eye appearance, when paired with
an appropriate view-dependent texture.
Rather than take a VAE-based approach, as in Lombardi et al.

[2018], we produce view-dependent, gaze-dependent eyeball tex-
tures using a minimal amount of inputs, all of which have semantic
meaning. Specifically, we produce the textures using a decoder-only
architecture (Fig. 7) which takes gaze, viewpoint, and eyelid shape
(represented as vertex positions along the eyelid boundary) as in-
puts. Gaze and view are necessary to model specular reflection and
refraction. The eyelid shape is necessary to model all of the chal-
lenging effects that appear along the interface between the eyeball
and the face, including wetness and ambient occlusion. Formally,
the full eyeball geometry Ge and texture Te are formed by a single

Fig. 7. Eyeball Texture Decoder.We produce per-eyeball view-dependent
textures via a decoder architecture that takes gaze direction, eyelid shape,
and viewpoint as inputs. Gaze direction and viewpoint are required to model
specular effects such as glints and refraction. Eyelid shape defines shading
and occlusion effects. The decoder is a series of transposed convolutions
producing a final texture and associated warp field [Shu et al. 2018]. For all
experiments,W = 256.
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model,

De

(
g, v, e(Gf )|θe

)
→ Te ,Ge , (8)

where e(Gf ) extracts the vertex positions of the eyelids using a
pre-defined mask.

To better model details like glints, we decode both a texture and
a warp field similar to that of Shu et al. [2018]. The warp field is
applied to the decoded texture to produce the final view-dependent
texture. We also add a similar warp field as a component of the face
texture decoder.
Unfortunately, the process described in §4.1 does not estimate

cornea geometry, since it relies only on iris keypoints. In Bérard
et al. [2016], they fit a model derived from an existing database of
eyeball geometries and iris textures ([Bérard et al. 2014]) to the sclera
segment of 3D facial reconstructions, using texture synthesis to
produce an iris texture. Such a method produces accurate fits when
the 3D reconstruction is of high quality. In a fully autonomous large-
scale pipeline, however, we cannot rely on having a high-quality
3D reconstruction of the sclera at all times and for all subjects.

We address the issue of model fitting, as well as other challenges
that arise in the process, using a joint eye and face learning frame-
work based on differentiable rendering.

5.2 Eye-and-Face Learning Pipeline
The eyeball model described in §4.1 can provide a rough initial
estimate for eyeball geometry, but we must refine those estimates
and also produce textures if we are to render the eyeballs in a face.
Given a multi-view facial performance capture, we estimate eyeball
orientations for each frame, along with initial shape parameters
for the model described in §4.1. Using these estimates, we learn
a set of latent codes describing the gaze-independent state of the
face (§4.2, §4.3). From these fixed per-frame codes, we decode face
geometry and texture using a model based on the deep appearance
model of Lombardi et al. [2018], decode eye texture using the model
described in §5.1, render the result, and optimize all decoders to
match images. In the following sections, we refer to this model
as an Explicit Eyeball Model (EEM) to highlight the fact that
the eyeball is a separate, directly-controlled geometric component
rather than an implicit component modeled entirely by view-and-
expression-dependent texture.

5.2.1 Defining a Latent Space. We showed various failure cases
of deep appearance models in §3 when modeling the periocular
region, but we still need a facial mesh whose shape agrees with the
current eye state, and the losses in §4.2 and §4.3 do produce a latent
space with independent control over the left and right eye regions
of the face (despite reducing fidelity). Since we are improving the
geometry and texture in these regions, however, we incorporate the
losses of §3 into a preprocessing step that produces a latent space
as a byproduct. We can use this latent space later to control the face
that surrounds the added eye geometry, and improve said geometry
via differentiable rendering.

This latent space step consists of training a Deep Appearance
Model VAE following the method of Lombardi et al. [2018], with
gaze conditioning, a disentangling loss, and a region separation loss.
For a given frame and camera viewpoint, the full loss we optimize

in the latent space creation step is:

L =

T̄f − Tf
2

2
+

Ḡf − Gf

2

2
+ (9)

ℓleft + ℓright + ℓdis + ℓKL,

where ℓKL is the standard KL-divergence loss in a variational au-
toencoder, and Ḡf , T̄f are tracked geometry and texture. After this
learning step, we have low-dimensional encoding vectors z for all
frames in our training dataset. We drop the learned encoder Ef and
use these encodings as a fixed representation of facial state from
which we may decode the various geometries and textures we will
need later.
While we separate latent space creation and facial appearance

modeling into two stages, it is conceivable that such a process could
be performed in a single end-to-end step. Such a process would
likely bring many additional challenges, however, and we leave this
optimization for future work.

5.2.2 The Eye-Face Interface. Given a simple eyeball model and
associated orientation estimates, a straightforward approach would
be to simply train a deep appearance model by unwrapping eye
textures along with face textures, as in Lombardi et al. [2018]). Un-
fortunately, our gaze estimates are not always correct. Furthermore,
there are situations where estimating gaze is difficult or impossi-
ble, such as blinking or closed eyes. If we simply discard samples
where we failed to estimate gaze, which we must do if we follow
the straightforward approach, we will be unable to reproduce cer-
tain gaze directions or expressions which cause missing gaze (e.g.,
blinking), as we show in Fig 8.

Existing models for facial appearance, particularly in the perioc-
ular region, model the appearance in one of two ways: a machine-
learning-based model with implicit controls (i.e., a latent space), or
a set of textured surfaces (skin, eyeball, wetness, iris state, etc.) with
explicit controls (i.e., a traditional facial rig). Our proposed method
lies somewhere between these two extremes. We have a rough esti-
mate for eyeball and face geometry, but the estimates are not precise

(a) Missing Gaze (b) Incorrect Cornea

Fig. 8. TheNeed forDifferentiable Rendering. In (a), all blinking frames
had no gaze estimates, thus blinking was effectively removed from the
training set and the decoder cannot produce a blinking expression. With
differentiable rendering, we can jointly optimize eye geometry and texture
for these frames to match images without initial gaze estimates. In (b), we
see the initial position of the cornea in red vs. the true position in blue. We
do not estimate this during the gaze estimation process, but differentiable
rendering allows us to optimize this parameter to match images.
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enough to act as a traditional facial rig, and are not complete enough
to be used as a straightforward replacement for a deep appearance
model. If we simply combined a facial mesh obtained from 3D recon-
struction with the tracked eyeball, the resulting appearance would
be incomplete and difficult to correct.
To handle cases where we have missing or imprecise gaze es-

timates, and simultaneously solve the issues that arise when in-
tegrating an explicit eyeball with the face, we propose to replace
reconstruction losses on tracked geometry and texture with an
image-based loss which we optimize via differentiable rendering.
This allows the mesh and texture of the face and eyeball to deviate
from tracked results where necessary to fully explain the observed
images. In particular, this allows us to model expressions where eyes
are partially or fully occluded, and the resulting interface between
eyes and face is no longer visible.

Using decoders for the eyes and face, we produce corresponding
textures and geometry. For the face, its geometry is also produced
by the face decoder. We remove the triangles covering the eyeball
in the original model since we now have proper geometry to fill
that region. For the eyeball geometry, we simply rotate the eyeball
model to the orientation specified by the gaze input3. We then
rasterize the two meshes and render the result differentiably to get
an image. We optimize the difference between rendered and ground-
truth images w.r.t. decoder parameters. Formally, given face and eye
decoders Df

(
z, v, g|θf

)
,De

(
g, v, e(Gf |θe )

)
, ground-truth image

I and a differentiable renderer R (G,T, p) rendering from camera
parameters p, we optimize the following:

arg min
θf ,θe

∑
i

Ii − Îi
2

2 (10)

Îi = R
( [
Gi
e ,G

i
f

]
,
[
Tie ,T

i
f

]
, pi

)
,

where i ∈ I denotes the set of training images from the multiview
capture system.

There are a number of existing methods for differentiably render-
ing a textured triangle mesh, each with different tradeoffs and opti-
mization properties. In this work we use a simple strategy whereby
for each rendered triangle, we extrapolate the barycentric coordi-
nates outside the edges and use these as blending weights to average
shifted versions of the render. Since these blending weights are dif-
ferentiable functions of the input vertices, they allow gradients to
propagate back to the vertices across silhouette edges and depth
discontinuities. This is similar to the approach of Liu et al. [2019],
however, we are not concerned with soft occlusions or other trans-
parency effects.
Ideally, we would produce the exact “ground-truth” geometry

with ourmodel, and view-dependent texture would only explain true
view-dependent effects like specularity rather than inconsistencies
in the geometry. Unfortunately, we do not have and cannot expect
perfect 3D reconstruction for the entire face. If we simply leave
geometry and texture unconstrained so that they can best explain
the images, however, the initial geometry is so far from the true
shape that image-based losses cannot provide useful signal. To solve
this issue, we regularize the decoded geometry to match the coarse

3We also estimate torsion during training, but not when driving an avatar in
real-time.

tracked facial mesh of Lombardi et al. [2018] with a weight that
decays over the course of training4.

5.2.3 Handling Missing Gaze Data. Learning a facial appearance
model using differentiable rendering as described above introduces
an ambiguity: any given image of the eye can be explained by an
eyeball mesh oriented properly, drawn with the correct texture, or
it could be explained by an eyeball with the wrong orientation, with
a texture that has been shifted to compensate. For frames where
we have accurate gaze estimates, this is not an issue as the eyeball
is properly oriented and will thus receive the correct texture. On
frames where we have missing or inaccurate gaze estimates, how-
ever, the texture will simply compensate by drawing the iris in the
wrong place. This will require large distortions in the texture which
we saw in §4 do not generalize. This ambiguity between dynamic
geometry and dynamic texture is similar to ones seen in shape-from-
shading and photometric stereo methods where multiple possible
combinations of albedo and surface geometry must be resolved via
regularization or other techniques.

To address this, we impute missing gaze estimates using a regres-
sor network which maps from the ground-truth texture to a gaze
direction. For frames where we have gaze estimates, we penalize
the difference between the regressor output and the gaze estimate.
Otherwise, the only signal is the image loss. This regressor quickly
learns to predict gaze directions for frames with no estimate, allow-
ing the texture to model only what it needs to. This regressor is
only used to fill in gaps during training, after which we discard it.

6 DRIVING EEMS IN REAL-TIME
By introducing an eyeball model that is well-suited for differentiable
rendering, and carefully balancing the learning process for unknown
or inaccurate gaze directions, we are able to produce a factorized
eye and face model that reproduces the eye appearance with high
fidelity. The challenge now is driving such a model in real-time.
Wei et al. [2019] demonstrated that it is possible to drive avatar

models in real-time only from headset-mounted cameras (HMC).
In our case, however, we now require the encoder to predict gaze
directions as an additional input to our face model with explicit
eyeballs. In the following, we first introduce an additional gaze data
collection in HMCs to provide additional gaze labels (§6.1), a novel
algorithm for establishing correspondences between HMC images
and avatar facial expression and gaze direction (§6.2), and finally,
the real-time architecture for driving avatars (§6.3).

6.1 HMC Gaze Data Collection
To establish precise correspondences, Wei et al. [2019] introduced
the idea of first using a “training headset” with 9 additional cameras
to provide additional multi-view supervision, and then building a
real-time model that uses only images from a subset of 3 cameras.
Later, a “tracking headset” with only those 3 cameras can be used
for real-time animation. We follow this approach and their data
collection process to collect facial expression data. To drive our
EEM with better precision, however, we add explicit labels for a

4Specifically, with a schedule of initial_weight · (1 − t )2 + final_weight where
t = max

(
1 − iter

full_decay_iter , 0
)
.
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Fig. 9. HMCGazeDataCollection: (a) The target is locked on a horizontal
line s.t. the vertical level is fixed relative to the headset, while the horizontal
position is fixed in virtual space. This means that rotating the subject’s
head while fixating on the target causes their eye to rotate only horizontally.
Subjects are instructed to rotate their head to produce continuous horizontal
gaze variation. The process is repeated with lines at different vertical levels.
(b) Same as (a) but subjects are instructed to make expressions such as
widely-open eyes and squinting. The background intensity in the VR scene
is also changing, so that we can collect variations in pupil size. (c) Targets
are fixed relative to the head and appear at various directions and depth,
so resulted data are suitable for evaluation. (d) To simulate different HMC
wearing positions, subjects are instructed to move the headset around while
staring at the target like (c).

number of gaze directions. Using analysis-by-synthesis alone, the
domain gap between HMC images and rendered avatars hinders
precise alignment of the eyeball geometry (see §7.3.2).

In practice, it is difficult to collect data spanning multiple expres-
sions while also getting clean gaze direction labels for every frame.
In this work, we separately collect two sessions of HMC data: one
with various expressions (with no constraints on gaze direction),
and another where the user is asked to strictly stare at targets at
different positions while changing eye expressions (but with almost
no lower face variation). Figure 9 illustrates our design of 4 different
sections of gaze data collection, which aims to cover the full span of
gaze directions, fixation depths, eye expressions, and HMC wearing
positions, while being consistent in the distribution of collected gaze
labels across different subjects. Our design is driven by the observa-
tion that gaze label noise is much lower if the relative movement of
the target to the subject’s head is controlled by the subject’s head
movement, rather than have the subject follow a moving target (in
this way, we take advantage of the vestibulo-ocular reflex [Fetter
2007]).

6.2 Establishing Correspondences
To drive our EEM in real-time using a virtual reality headset, we
propose a method inspired by the analysis-by-synthesis pipeline
presented in Wei et al. [2019]. The overall system is illustrated
in Fig. 10. Given synchronized multiview images H = {Hc }c ∈C
captured from a set of headset-mounted cameras C, our goal is to
estimate facial expression, and additionally, gaze directions in the
virtual space with respect to the headset (“headset space”).

Specifically, we estimate the parameters ϕ of a regressor Eϕ that
extracts {zt , pt , gt }, the latent code, the avatar’s pose with respect
to HMC, and gaze directions for frame t ∈ T , by jointly considering
data from all cameras:

Eϕ (H
t ) → zt , pt , gt0, ∀t ∈ T . (11)

Here, g0 ∈ R4 is in the headset space used during capture, and
parameterized as horizontal and vertical angles of both eyes. To con-
vert it into g ∈ R6 in the avatar’s coordinate frame, we additionally
estimate 6 parameters for the unknown rigid transformationW from
headset space to the HMC camera space, before using predicted pt

to transform from reference HMC camera’s space to avatar’s space:

gt = pt (W(gt0)). (12)

Unlike Wei et al. [2019] relying on training separate generative
adversarial networks (GANs) to mitigate the domain gap between
HMC images and avatars, we instead jointly train shallow fully con-
volutional networksGψ that transform the avatar’s view-dependent
face texture Tf and eyeball textures Te to HMC-like texturesUf and
Ue before we render them from the perspective of HMC cameras
(for brevity we hide all t superscripts from now on). Specifically, we
decode geometry G and view-dependent textures, and convert their
style |C| times, once for every HMC view.

It is important to note thatGψ is a shallow network, with a small
receptive field, operating on high resolution textures. It primarily
changes the style of the texture, with almost no ability to alter spatial
structures. Because of this property, we can jointly learn Eϕ andGψ ,
without them compensating the error each other makes to minimize
the reconstruction loss but generating incorrect correspondences.
We render these HMC-like textures using the differentiable ren-

derer R to obtain reconstructed images Ĥc ,

R
(
G,Ucf ,U

c
e ,Ac (p)

)
→ Ĥc , ∀c ∈ C. (13)

We also learn a per-camera per-pixel linear transform lc (·) to account
for the fixed structures in image space, such as the headset itself
and constant shading on the face:

H̃c = lc
(
Ĥc

)
, ∀c ∈ C. (14)

Finally, we define the full image loss function as:

Limage(ϕ,ψ ,W, lc ) =
∑
t ∈T

(∑
c ∈C

Ht
c − H̃t

c


1 + λδ (z
t )

)
, (15)

where δ is a regularization term over the latent codes z, and λ
weights its contribution against the reconstruction term. Note that
θ of the decoder D is fixed in this process.

Simply optimizing all parameters in an end-to-end fashion with
Eq. 15 alone results in two major issues. First, even though Gψ has
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<latexit sha1_base64="0nV59xDCp+MKx1Y47VceoHGUpac=">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</latexit>

Texture

�
<latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit>

Headset- 
relative 
Space

�
<latexit sha1_base64="lIYW56un06lH689E8Bn2rbdKvEI=">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</latexit>

Camera 
Space

Avatar 
Space

HMC Image & Eye Segments

Image & 
Segmentation  

Loss
Recons. HMC Image &  
Avatar’s Eye Segments

Gaze Loss 
(if available)�gt

<latexit sha1_base64="2ee4c0/EreNnHuxZvYt2DPzk/TU=">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</latexit> �
<latexit sha1_base64="FK5fkTYaVZJjT5CYNG78gOHZb7Y=">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</latexit>

��
<latexit sha1_base64="QCfnzBQ6YHFRfCGu7TIL+sBMDuk=">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</latexit>

Differentiable Renderer

�
<latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vR22rjO7hn9ogFsuS0wf6jvn0e8=">AAAB9XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZdugkVwVTIiuC26cVmhL2hDmUxv69DJTMhMlBL6GS7Vjbj1a1z4N05jENt6YOBwzj3cMzeMBdfG97+c0tr6xuZWebuys7u3f+AeHrW1ShOGLaaESroh1Si4xJbhRmA3TpBGocBOOLmZ+50HTDRXsmmmMQYRHUs+4owaK/X6IR8rwyPU3sCt+jU/h7dKSEGqUKAxcD/7Q8XSCKVhgmrdI35sgowmhjOBs0o/1RhTNqFj7Fkqqd0SZHnlmXdmlaE3Uol90ni5+jeR0UjraRTayYiae73szcV/PcFDtA3kYoFfOdWG5NmFek0SZPMeKNnM3oEs/3qVtC9qxK+Ru8tq/bq4SBlO4BTOgcAV1OEWGtACBgqe4AVenUfn2Xlz3n9GS06ROYYFOB/fB7uTpg==</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="wqwJvojPchyE09mPsk013qFTbeY=">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</latexit>

Training

��
<latexit sha1_base64="9EAr/fxa6FB/rm10FI/gqwVITD8=">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</latexit>��

<latexit sha1_base64="UzImKZ1id/RzkATFAsQEv2lHDNQ=">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</latexit>

���
<latexit sha1_base64="m412PWRu482iJV/CQwIFm2NU9wI=">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</latexit>���

<latexit sha1_base64="95zTEz1G+JQb2PsCp7PSgMnGPU0=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 10. HMC↔Avatar Correspondence System.We jointly train networks Eϕ ,Gψ , unknown rigid transformationW, and per-view linear transformations
lc (·) (not shown in the figure) to minimize reconstructed image loss, eye segmentation (shown in red and yellow) loss, and gaze loss (only for partial dataset
with gaze labels).

limited ability to alter spatial structures, small changes in eyeball
textures can cause significant gaze error in the correspondence.
Even if the eye images appear to be aligned reasonably well from
the oblique viewpoints of the HMC cameras, there can still be a
high gaze error both numerically and perceptually from the frontal
view (not seen by the HMC).

A similar issue caused by small changes in the texture results in
the corresponding avatar not fully closing its eyes. Once they are
mostly closed, Gψ may “cheat” and slightly adjust the texture to
make them look closed from the view of the HMC.
We introduce two additional losses to prevent the model from

making improper changes to the texture during domain transfer. We
use 2D eye segmentation, in the form of eyeball and iris segments,
S(Hc), formed by detected landmarks:

Lseg(ϕ,ψ ,W, lc ) =
∑
t ∈T

∑
c ∈Ceye

S(Ht
c ) − S(Rtc )


1 , (16)

where Ceye is the set of eye cameras and Rc = R(G,Tcf ,T
c
e ,Ac (v))

is the rendering of the avatar viewed from HMC camera c . The eye
segments S(Rtc ) can be rendered differentiably by drawing them
on our explicit eyeball model. By matching eye segments across
domains, correspondences in eye openness and gaze directions are
improved.
To further improve accuracy in gaze directions which are not

precisely described by 2D segmentation in oblique views, we utilize
gaze labels ggt ∈ R4 collected by the process described in §6.1:

Lgaze(ϕ) =
∑
t ∈Tд

gt0 − gtgt
2

2
+ δд(gt0), (17)

where Tд ⊂ T is the set of frames with gaze labels, and δд is a
regularization term enforcing the vertical gaze angle of the eyes to
be the same, and preventing from fixating at a point too close to the
eyes or even behind the eyeballs. Overall the system is trained with

L = Limage + λ1Lseg + λ2Lgaze, (18)

where λ1 and λ2 are weights adjusted heuristically. In §7.3.2 we will
show the individual effects of these loss terms.

6.3 Real-time Expression Encoding and Gaze Estimation
After minimizing the loss in Eq. (18), we can apply Eϕ to allH t to
obtain per-frame correspondences {(H t , zt , gt )}t ∈T .

Following Wei et al. [2019], we drop all auxiliary views inH t , re-
tain the 3 views available in a tracking headset H̃ t = {Ht

i }i ∈C′ , and
build another encoder Ẽϕ̃ to convert H̃ t to target (zt , gt ). Instead
of simply regressing from 3 images directly, we build an end-to-end
trainable, R-CNN [Girshick 2015] inspired network architecture.
From a shared image feature, we predict landmarks for eyes as a
supervised side task, and only predict gt from a tight crop of the
shared feature. This design makes the network generalize better
to unseen combinations of gaze directions and expressions. Note
that we also separately estimate gaze directions for left and right
eyes from individual crops of features. This enables our model to
generalize better to different depths of fixation, such as crossed eyes,
that are not captured in the dataset.
Specifically, dataset T = (Tд,Te ) has two parts where Tд has

gaze labels {(H t , zt , gt , gtgt)}t ∈Tд and Te only has estimated gaze
{(H t , zt , gt }t ∈Te through §6.2. We use 10K frames with gaze labels.
Additionally, we prepare another landmark dataset {(H t , yt )}t ∈Tk
where y is heatmaps with Gaussian peaks centered at annotated
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Fig. 11. Realtime Encoder Architecture. From 3-view inputs captured
by tracking headsets, we first convert them into a shared feature, which is
further converted into heatmaps of landmarks. We make tight crops around
each pupil center on the shared feature for separate left and right gaze
prediction. The expression code is estimated using whole shared feature.

landmarks as learning target, like common landmark detectionmeth-
ods [Wei et al. 2016]. Overall, the loss function for the regressor is a
sum of five terms:

Lenc(ϕ̃) = Llatent + Lgaze + Lgeo + Ltex + Lkpt. (19)

The first term is simply L2 error between predicted and target latent
codes:

Llatent =
∑
t ∈T

z̃t − zt
2

2 . (20)

The second term is an L2 error on gaze prediction:

Lgaze =
∑
t ∈Tд

g̃t − gtgt
2

2
+

∑
t ∈Te

max
(
0,

g̃t − gt
2

2 − ∆2
)
, (21)

where ∆ is a constant margin such that we don’t punish gaze esti-
mation g̃t if it’s close enough (around 5◦, see §7.3.2) to gt since for
t ∈ Te there is no ground truth gaze. We also penalize the differ-
ence between the geometry and texture decoded from our estimated
codes vs. the ones decoded from codes obtained in §10. This ensures
that even where we cannot precisely match the code via Equation 20,
the appearance should still match.

Lgeo =
∑
t ∈T

G̃t
f − Gt

f

2

2
+

∑
t ∈Tд

G̃t
e − Gt

e
2

2 (22)

(and likewise for textures Ltex). Notice that we don’t supervise the
geometry and texture of the eyeball for frames without gaze labels,
for the same reason as in Eq. (21). Finally, we include a landmark
matching loss for annotated iris keypoints:

Lkpt =
∑
t ∈Tk

ỹt − yt
2

2 . (23)

Our architecture design balances inference speed with almost no
obvious quality drop (from 9-view input to 3-view input) on both
training data and validation data, at an inference speed of 50fps on
an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti with 3 views of 192 × 192 inputs.

7 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our full system as well as individual components qual-
itatively and quantitatively, using the dataset of Lombardi et al.
[2018]. For gaze estimation, we additionally train a keypoint detec-
tor to predict iris keypoints from annotations, both in images from
the headset and images in their capture system.

7.1 Decoder: Quantitative Evaluation
In Table 1, we evaluate the L2 image reconstruction loss in the
eye region for a set of models, averaged across 6 diverse subjects.
We report losses relative to the baseline model, the deep appear-
ance model of Lombardi et al. [2018], so that they are comparable
across subjects. We also compare against the same model with gaze-
conditioning (GC), with gaze-conditioning and region separation
losses, and finally our full proposed EEM.
As we add losses to improve generalization, the reconstruction

error increases for all models except our final proposed method.
The addition of gaze-conditioning to the baseline deep appearance
model results in increased error likely due to the fact that the model
can no longer heavily compress gaze information into the few gaze /
expression pairs seen during training. When we add the region loss,
the same model must now also disentangle left and right eyes, fur-
ther reducing its ability to take advantages of spurious correlations
in the data. The EEM provides the full benefits of a disentangled
representation along with better reconstructions.

Regarding the choice to compare loss within the eye region only:
since we learn the EEM eyes and face jointly with differentiable ren-
dering, the result naturally (and perhaps unfairly) matches images
better than the indirect geometry and unwrapped texture losses
of the baseline methods. Since our primary contributions are eye-
centric, we evaluate losses only in the eye region, though a similar
comparison on the full face does also show that the full EEM has
lower reconstruction error than any baseline.

7.2 Decoder: Qualitative Comparisons
In Fig. 12, we show significant qualitative improvement of the EEM
over the baselines, particularly for unseen combinations of expres-
sion and gaze. When we provide inputs corresponding to a rare
expression (wide-open eyes) and a new gaze direction for that ex-
pression (anything besides straight ahead), the baseline degrades
significantly. The iris no longer appears circular, the pupil is heavily
distorted, and, as can be seen much more clearly in our supplemen-
tal video, the perceived gaze direction has been altered. Note that
both models in these comparisons receive the same z and g inputs.

Fig. 13, shows further novel combinations of expression and gaze,
including expressions that modify the face beyond the eyes. Again
all are novel combinations of gaze and expression never seen in the
training data. As can be seen in our associated videos, the expression
can be seamlessly driven independently of the eyes, maintaining
quality across all eye poses.

7.3 HMC Correspondences for Realtime Encoding
7.3.1 Comparisons andQualitative Results of Correspondence. In
Fig. 14, we compare established correspondences with the method
described in §6.2 with EEMs against Wei et al. [2019] which used
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EEM

Baseline + Gaze-
Conditioning + Regions

Fig. 12. Improvements from Explicit Eyeball Modeling on Unseen Input Combinations. These images show the ability of our model to generalize to
novel inputs. The first two columns show an unseen combination of a rare expression and new gaze direction. The baseline (regions + gaze-conditioning)
distorts the iris and pupil in very uncanny ways. Though the region loss of §4.3 enables independent control, the model generalizes poorly to the unseen
inputs in the second two columns. In the inset, we show a difference image between our final model and the baseline. The limbus edge is clearly in the wrong
location. It is difficult to see in a static image, but in our supplemental video we show this produces a significant difference in perceived gaze direction. Both
models exhibit artifacts under these novel conditions, but our proposed method better-preserves the underlying geometry and perceived gaze signal.

Fig. 13. Further Explicit Eyeball Model Examples. All of these images show novel combinations of gaze and expression not present in the training data.
Expressions have been seen during training, but all with a single straight-ahead gaze. For examples of completely novel gaze and expression, in real-time, see
our supplemental video.

deep appearance models [Lombardi et al. 2018]. In the first and
third example, the subjects’ extreme eye gaze directions in HMC
are rare and often get modified in gaze directions by GANs during
image style transfer, leading to misaligned and inaccurate corre-
spondences in Wei et al. [2019]. Also, deep appearance models do
not have explicit eyeball geometry for applying further constraints
to improve it. Our method, on the contrary, does not suffer from
the difficult distribution matching with end-to-end training since

there is no discriminator involved. Furthermore, we can improve
the alignments by matching eye segments through differentiably
rendering them with explicit eyeball models. The second and the
third example shows a novel combination in input HMC images
between eye expression and mouth expression that is not seen in
avatar-building data. Deep appearance model is not able to general-
ize, giving blurry, shrunk, and lightened irises. On the contrary, our
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EEM

EEM

[Lombardi et al. 2018] + 
[Wei et al. 2019]

[Lombardi et al. 2018] + 
[Wei et al. 2019]

Fig. 14. Comparison of Established Correspondences. On the left we show our estimated correspondences between EEM and HMC images. On the right
we compare against the method of Wei et al. [2019] applied to deep appearance models [Lombardi et al. 2018]. To the right of each avatar we show, from top
to bottom: input HMC images (overlaid with eye segments on the left), the avatar rendered using discovered correspondences from the viewpoint of the
headset cameras, and a tiling of the images above to show alignment. Our method aligns eyeballs much better, especially for extreme gaze directions, and it
generalizes better to rare combinations of gaze direction and facial expression.

Fig. 15. Qualitative Correspondences. Our method generalizes well on various amounts of eye openness, different identities, and combinations of eye and
lower face expressions.

method still finds an avatar state that gives realistic irises through
EEMs.
Fig. 15 shows more examples of correspondences in different fa-

cial expressions, subjects with different eye sizes and shapes, and
various eye openness. Our method is able to generalize well on these

variations without losing expressivity, thanks to good disentangle-
ment between eye region and other region of the decoder, and the
segmentation loss that helps to match eye openness.
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Table 1. L2 Eye Region Reconstruction Loss. Values are L2 image recon-
struction error relative to the baseline deep appearance model, averaged
over 6 subjects. These results show that not only is our full EEM perceptually
sharper and more consistent, it is also able to better-reconstruct the training
data. The addition of gaze-conditioning and region losses to the baseline re-
sult in a better-disentangled model at the expense of overall accuracy. EEM
provides the full benefit of disentangling as well as improved performance.
We should stress that while the reduction in L2 loss may seem subtle, the
perceptual improvement is significant.

Model Rel. L2 Error
Baseline 1.0
+GC 1.085 ± 0.129

+GC +Region 1.097 ± 0.174
EEM 0.890 ± 0.045

7.3.2 Correspondence Loss Ablation. We introduced three loss
terms in Eq. (18), but the individual impact of each loss is not obvi-
ous. Table 2 shows an ablation study across two subjects comparing
all meaningful combinations of losses. The full system is shown in
row A. First, we remove gaze loss5 in row B and find that there is a
significant accuracy drop in gaze in both subjects without obvious
change in the other terms. This result shows that image-based fea-
tures can only provide up to 5◦ precision in gaze under the oblique
views of HMC across the domain gap (and hence the setting of ∆
in Eq. (21)). In row C, we further remove segmentation loss and
observe a greater drop in gaze accuracy and higher Lseg, showing
that matching eye segments is indeed preventingGψ from changing
the structure of the eye texture. In row D, adding the gaze term back
leads to low gaze error with higher Lseg than row A. This shows
that removing Lseg leads to overfitting to {Hi }i ∈Tд . Row E shows
the gaze accuracy of a held out set, as a point of reference. We chose
to focus on two of the six subjects for this ablation as they had the
worst (1) and best (2) validation gaze accuracies in row E.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of rendering and driving
photorealistic models of the human eye and face. While our model
offers many improvements over previous methods, there are some
known limitations. Our eye appearance generalizes well to novel
gaze directions, but if we move away from the space of plausible
inputs for a given avatar (i.e. if the gaze input is not physically-
realizable), we see artifacts in the resulting rendering. Though we
optimize the texture and geometry of our model to match images,
this optimization process is not perfect and does rely on good initial-
ization. In cases where the keypoint-based eyeball fitting produces
a significantly incorrect shape, it is difficult to recover with differ-
entiable rendering alone. As with any real-time communication
system, there is system and network delay. In our supplemental
video, there is a ∼130ms delay which includes the computation time
of the encoder and decoder (∼30ms total) and a simulated network
delay of 100ms. Finally, our method is only applicable to a single
subject and does not yet generalize to multiple identities. While we

5To be fair, we still use ggt to optimize the unknown transformationW.

Table 2. Ablation of Correspondence Losses. In the losses column, G
means the presence of Lgaze, S for Lseg, and I for Limage. Numbers in rows
A-D are training errors, while row E shows errors on a held out test set.

Losses Errors (subject 1) Errors (subject 2)
G S I Gaze Limage Lseg Gaze Limage Lseg

A ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.99◦ 0.017 0.013 0.69◦ 0.012 0.007
B ✓ ✓ 7.76◦ 0.017 0.013 4.94◦ 0.013 0.008
C ✓ 8.06◦ 0.017 0.015 9.73◦ 0.013 0.011
D ✓ ✓ 0.85◦ 0.017 0.015 0.75◦ 0.014 0.009
E ✓ 4.08◦ - - 1.10◦ - -

plan to address this with future work, currently each avatar must
be created from captured data for that person.
Our primary contribution is a model for the photorealistic ap-

pearance of eyes and face that can be driven in real-time. We did
this by systematically addressing each of the failure cases discussed
in §3. We can obtain direct control over the avatar’s apparent gaze
direction by introducing gaze-conditioning as an explicit input sig-
nal to our model. Introducing disentangling and region separation
losses enables the generation of novel combinations of gaze and ex-
pression. These novel combinations are unseen in the training data
but common in real-world interactions. Our EEM uses these novel
gaze / expression combinations, along with tracked eye geometry,
optimized jointly via differentiable rendering, to obtain a model that
generalizes very well to common face and gaze configurations seen
in real interactions. Differentiable rendering minimizes the appear-
ance of artifacts at the boundary of the two surfaces we control.
This work represents an important step forward towards creating
truly immersive social experiences over any distance, which has the
potential to change the way people interact across the world.
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A DIFFERENTIABLE COMPUTATION OF EYEBALL
GEOMETRY

In this work, we learn physical parameters of the eye, such as eyeball
center and radius, by comparing the final rendered output with
ground truth images. In order to learn these physical parameters,
they must be differentiable with respect to the mesh vertices of the
explicit eyeball model. To do this, we construct the mesh vertices
in a differentiable way. First, we compute the radius of the eyeball
sphere and cornea sphere given the learnable parameters of the
model (iris radius, iris depth, and cornea depth):

re =
√
r2
i + d

2
i ,

rc =
√
r2
i + (di − dc)2.

Let s be the vertices of a triangle mesh of the unit sphere. Next, we
compute the angle between the z axis and the edge of the iris,

θi = arcsin ri/re,

so that we can compute the signed difference between the angle of
the edge of the iris and each vertex s,

θdiff = arccos sz − θi.

This angle difference allows us to form a blending function to blend
between the vertices of the eyeball sphere and the cornea sphere.
First, we compute the blending factor using a smoothstep function:

α = smoothstep(2θdiff + 0.5).

Next, we form the eyeball vertices by scaling the vertices of the
sphere mesh by the eyeball radius,

ve = sre,

and form the cornea sphere vertices by scaling and translating the
sphere mesh,

vc = src + (0 0 1) Tdc.

We blend the vertices of the two spheres using a smoothstep func-
tion,

v = αve + (1 − α)vc.
Then, we rotate the entire eyeball model so that the visual axis
points down the z axis:

vfinal = Rotate(v,κ).

Now the eyeball mesh is ready to be rotated by the gaze direction
and placed inside the head.
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